
2019 - 2020 

UJAM Young All Stars 

End of Term Report


Overview: 
This 2019- 2020 UJAM Young All Stars season has been a success! The students who 
showed up for each session received a deep education of the jazz idiom and enjoyed 
their experience.


Student Base / Instruments: 

Maximum: 14 students on two occasions. 

Minimum: was 5 students on one occasion. 

Saturday Session Average: 9.57 students. 


We had a strong base of rhythm section players through out the year.  

The core of consistent attendees was made up of 3 drummers, one bassist, and guitar 
with some piano.

We had a core of about 3-5 horn players (usually Trumpet, Alto sax, tenor sax and 
sometimes trombone), ranging up to 8 horns.


Attendance was lower in the second term however we believe that can be improved 
with outreach into high schools in the early school session 2020/2021.  School musical 
season was a conflict for several students through January and February which may be 
unavoidable.


Facility: 

This Was Ujam YAS’ first year at the Glenlyon Norfolk Senior Campus.  The space was 
of adequate size, clean, comfortable, and had plentiful gear on-site which was greatly 
beneficial. Parking was accessible and easy for parents to pick their kids up.


Performances: 
The YAS played two main performances as well as one other opportunity that came up. 


December 9 - End of semester concert at Hermann’s (Opening for  

February 7th - Monterey Community Center

March 6 -Background music at the Oak Bay Beach Hotel (a paid gig!)




The End of semester spring concert is currently pending an open venue and the ability 
to meet in preparation for said concert. See “Moving Forward” section at the end for 
alternatives.  We plan to push for more performances in 2020/2021.


Guest Mentors:  

To Enhance their experience we featured guest mentors including:

John Lee, Bruce Hurn, Nick LaRiviere, Eric Hughes and Alex Campbell, and Phil Dwyer. 

Each mentor had a different approach and topic, but they all received positive 
feedback from the student and seemed to be great with the kids. 


Technical / Theoretical Concepts:


We worked on the following theory and scales and warm ups: 

-Blues Scale 

-Pentatonic Scales

-Major and minor Be-bop Scales

-The modes of the Major Scale. Ex. Dorian, Phygian, Lydian, Mixolydian etc.

-Triplet subdivision and swing.

-Playing good time.

-Playing with each other, working the time out and listening.

-Motivic Development in solo playing.

-Stylistic characteristics of different types of swing, shuffle, and other rhythmic idioms 
including funk, bossa nova, calypso, mambo / afro cuban. 
-Louis personally created lead sheets and hand-outs to clarify several concepts.


Repertoire:


We touched on a large repertoire this year. We were happy with what the students 
accomplished. We used the songs as vehicles to target and develop student’s 
understanding of specific concepts:


Groove merchant - Jerome Richardson 
 -Gospel shuffle groove 
	 (tight triplet skip beat, snare 2 and 4, Kick drum pattern 1, & of 2)

-Putting weight behind the ride cymbal like Jeff   Hamilton:  

	 -grunt on each quarter note

	 -say “chay - ga - day” with your ride cymbal to guide the rhythm and 
subdivision.




The Triplet swing rhythmic exercise is a 4 step program:

With a metronome:

1.) "Thrill in your heel'" - Tap your heel with the metronome.

2.) Think the triplet subdivision in your head "Do da LA"

3) Say the subdivision out loud while still tapping your heel

4.) "Bounce the baby" - hold an imaginary baby in your arms and imagine you are 
bouncing it gently in time with the music.  The baby goes up on "La" and comes down 
on "Do" - This gives us the buoyant feeling/timing for swing eighth notes.


 -16 bar gospel form / changes

 -using the Relative minor to get a bluesy sound (look at the melody)

 -Blues phrasing A, A, AB (simple phrase, same simple phrase again,  then say it a third 
time but end it differently)   

There will never be another you

-form: 32 bars (A,B,A,C)

-phrasing the melody in a swinging way and as a shuffle (but not gospel style)

-Soloing with LESS IDEAS and MORE DEVELOPMENT

-Using the Major BeBop Scale - (1,2,3,4,5,#5,6,7,8)

-added note (#5 or b6) is the leading tone to the relative minor

-Please practice with a metronome and work on bumping your tempo up.  This tune is 
often played above 200bpm (sometimes beyond 300 bpm!!)  

-Don't worry about playing at 300bpm today, just work on improving your personal up-
tempo limit.  


Song for my Father - Horace Silver

-form: 24 bars (A,A,B)

-bossa feel


Recorda-Me - Joe Henderson 
-Bossa Nova - relaxed cafe vibe

-Specific clave and rhythms, please see the attached PDF

-Bassists - Learn the intro-Please check out Joe Henderson's Recording as well as his 
record "Double Rainbow." It contains many different ways to play the bossa nova in a 
jazz situation.  

Night in Tunisia - Dizzy Gillespie 
-We are playing the latin sections as a MAMBO - drummers please see the attached 
rhythm PDF

-Feel switches - Latin to Swing

-Interlude will be on the heads only and maybe on cue during solos. 

Other Repertoire: 
Exactly Like You




Lady Be Good

St. Thomas

Mercy Mercy Mercy

The Chicken

Cold Duck Time

Do You know What it Means to Miss New Orleans

Day By Day

Wave

Cousin Mary


Current Status: 

Since January, 2020 we have been working hard with the students on ear-training, 
theory, motivic development, and building an understanding of the be-bop scales and 
how to use them. When we took a break for Spring Break 

We were getting the students to push the tempo on an uptempo swing song with the 
goal on playing at 200 bpm in a relaxed fashion.


Since March 18th Louis and Ashley have been in touch with many of the students 
however, many are over whelmed with how their lives have changed and are unable to 
focus as much as we would have liked on the UJAM YAS. 


SMUS

We have 5 students that attend SMUS, and the students had high expectations on 
them to continue to perform academically since the beginning of April and haven’t had 
the time to focus much on what we have sent them to work on.

March 18th, we asked all UJAM students to make their application for the Lou 
Williamson Scholarship, and that we would sent them feedback before they sent in the 
application.

Cole was the only one that worked really hard on his application as is seems. He got 
his application in for the original application due date, and was the only submission 
made to the VJS Office!!


We sent out rhythm reading exercises to increase their speed at sight reading.


Transcription Project:

We have just sent out an optional assignment to the YAS via email.  It is their first 
transcription project, with a list of possible transcriptions.  A few students have 
responded very well.




Moving Forward: 

Final Project Spring 2020:

We are about to take an email survey of the students in order to see who can and will 
participate in some sort of final project in case we don’t get to meet one last time.  We 
are envisioning a group recording project, potentially with video of everyone 
(individually) playing a tune together (digitally). This would be good promo for future 
sessions of the UJAM YAS. Something that should probably be done every year as it is 
perfect for social media. 


Fall 2020: 

Dave Flello, Louis Rudner, and Ashley Wey plan to undertake an aggressive high school 
recruitment campaign including outreach visits and concerts. 

-Consistent and more organized/publicized Student Jam at Hermann’s Jazz Club.  This 
will take place every other Wednesday and will be open to all students. The young all 
stars will be the nucleus and it is to act as a feeder program or entry point for new 
students into the YAS.


Thank You,


Sincerely,

Ashley Wey and Louis Rudner


